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Abstract: Medical education plays an important role in promoting the development of global medical science. Nevertheless,
the intrinsic gap existing between institutional medical teaching and practical clinical tasks causes low education efficiency and
students’ weak initiative. Recent developments of sensing fabric and embedded computing, along with the advances in artificial
intelligence (AI) and digital twin technology are paving the way for the transformation of medical research towards digitization.
In this work, we present an intelligent fabric space based on novel functional fabric materials and digital twin networking
enabled by 5G and internet of things (IoT) technologies. In this space, medical students can learn knowledge with collaborative
mapping of the digital and real world, cyber-physical interaction and real-time tactile feedback. And the proposed service
system will evaluate and feedback students’ operational behaviors to improve their experimental skills. We provide four typical
applications of intelligent fabric space for medical education, including medical education training, health and behavior
tracking, operation playback and reproduction, as well as medical knowledge popularization. The proposed intelligent fabric
space has the potential to promote innovative technologies for training cutting-edge medical students by effective and efficient
ways.
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Medical education aims to cultivate the skills and expertise of medical students, spread medical knowledge
and promote the development of global medical science [1,2]. However, it is a challenge to solidify medical
knowledge dissemination due to its practicality and complexity.
Advances in computing and communication technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI), digital twin
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networking, 5G and internet of things (IoT) are enabling the design and development of next generation
digital medical education. In the past few years, much of the medical research has focused on issues related to
various aspects in the clinical setting, such as patient monitoring and healthcare, personalized medical
treatment and robot surgery [3,4]. At present, the following shortcomings are observed during the training of
medical students:
(1) Offline knowledge acquisition, examination, diagnosis and management. Currently, the medical

knowledge acquisition mainly relies on offline efforts, e.g., reading papers and watching recorded videos,
which is difficult to be integrated with practical scenarios. Such situation incurs with the sharp shortage of
medical training resources, since online medical resources usually are not conducive to the training of
doctors.
(2) Deficiency of on-spot medical operation standardization. The situations faced by doctors in the

clinic are complex and variable. Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) is a
representative standard for the existing medical education system in the clinical practice [5]. However,
setting a standard to evaluate doctors in non-clinical exercise is difficult.
(3) Coarse evaluation through video recording without multiple physical parameters retrieval, e.g.,

detailed tactile interaction during operation. It is difficult to implement a cooperative perception of
multiple physical quantities. Thus, for medical education, there is currently a lack of multimodal sensing and
visualization equipment for the monitoring and feedback of the physiological status of doctors and patients
during operation.
After decades of research, various electronic products are gradually exhibiting the features of miniatur-

ization, softness and wearable intelligence [6–11]. Meanwhile, recent advances in fiber technologies have
produced a variety of special fiber structures and functions, such as biosensors [12], supercapacitors [13,14],
batteries [15–17], piezo or triboelectric generators [18], solar cells [19], light-emitting electrochemical cells
[20] and light-emitting devices [21,22], etc. Intelligent fabric sensors [23] have also been applied to monitor
motions and external stimuli, especially in the surgical or micro-nano manipulation fields. And it is critical to
achieve accurate motion detection and tactile sensing [24–28]. Gloves based on the stretchable and flexible
sensors have been recently investigated [29–33]. In our work, a variety of perceptions of physical quantities
(sound, light, electricity, heat, magnetism, force, etc.) are realized through intelligent fabric. The metrics and
regulation of these physical quantities are the foundation of digitized intelligence. The progress in the field of
materials science provides strong support for the construction of medical education platforms.
Digital twin involves the establishment of a spatiotemporal, multidimensional, multi-disciplinary and

dynamic model for mapping the physical entities of real space in a digital way, to simulate the attributes,
behaviors and rules of such physical entities [34,35]. It can be used to describe complicated conditions in
medical scenarios and the fusion state between the physical world and information space. The status of
medical personnel and environment is first reflected on the simulation space. Then, the feasible actions in the
virtual world are fed back to the physical world [36]. The potential real-time skill evaluation technologies
with low latency and high interoperability for future medical education are explored in this article.
Figure 1 shows an intelligent fabric space created with digital twin technology. Such space brings digi-

tization into medical education. In the intelligent medical space, fabrics with detection, simulation, and
interactive functions allow medical students to experience immersive operations. It is a digital method to
monitor the behaviors and states of both patients and doctors and standardize the practice of medical students
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through simulation and evaluation, improving the quality of medical education and ensuring the smooth
completion of surgery practice.

Intelligent fabrics enabled digital medical education

The advantages of non-inductive and multi-extensible fabrics with high sensitivity can address the problems
of data collection and operational action evaluation in the field of medical education. When 5G networks and
AI meet sensing fabrics, a comprehensive network infrastructure with powerful processing capabilities can
be provided for medical education scenarios [35,37]. The architecture of intelligent fabric space is presented
in this section.

Architecture of intelligent fabric space

To achieve digitization of medical education in an intelligent fabric space, the actions and behaviors of the
executor first need to be collected, evaluated and simulated. Figure 2 shows the system architecture of the

Figure 1 Digital medical education empowered by intelligent fabric space. An intelligent fabric space is created with collaborative
mapping of the digital and real world, cyber-physical world interaction and real-time tactile feedback for medical education.
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intelligent fabric space. When integrated with 6G intelligence networking technology [38], intelligent fabric
space can renovate a wide range of future applications in terms of smart cities, smart living, medical care and
education.
As shown in Figure 2, the first layer is fabric terminal layer, including a variety of intelligent fabric sensor

nodes. In general, flexible fabric nodes are characterized by strong tensile performance, high sensitivity and
low responsive delay. In contrast to conventional sensory devices, fabric sensors can be embedded into any
clothing, furniture, dummy body and other flexible items to collect multi-source data in a nearly im-
perceptible way. The different kinds of fabric materials include piezoelectric [39–42], triboelectric
[33,43,44], magnetoelectric [45,46], temperature transducers [47], optical sensor [48] and capacitance
sensors [49]. They exhibit great potential in environmental perception, human health monitoring and be-
havior recognition. In the future, invisible fabric nodes will become a novel way for interaction between
humans and computers in daily life.
The second layer is network transmission layer. It is responsible for the low-latency and high-reliability

communication for massive data [50]. In 5G networks, some challenges, such as the highly dynamic changes
of the transmission link, will be handled for providing real-time connection services. Efficient inter-
communication among humans, machines and objects is established in this layer to improve perception
accuracy with various distances [51]. In order to meet the requirements of distributed fabric signal acquisition
and algorithm analysis, the network transmission layer ensures the reliable sensing of the first layer and the
timely feedback of computation result in the third layer.
The third layer is edge cloud layer which has two major tasks, i.e., real-time data analysis and situation

recognition for diverse scenes. Typically, terminal nodes lack computing power with limited local storage,
and hard-to-meet quality-of-service requirements in terms of delay and accuracy. For tasks with low latency
tolerance, lightweight models are deployed on the edge server and the calculated results are fed back to the

Figure 2 System architecture of the intelligent fabric space includes fabric terminal layer, network transmission layer and edge cloud layer.
The first layer is responsible to perceive information from object and environment. The second layer transmits data to the first layer and the
third layer. And the third layer deploys AI algorithms to process data on server.
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terminal nodes. Tasks requiring high computing power are processed on the cloud with the high performance
server [52]. The advances in graphic processing unit and the development of deep learning have significantly
enhanced the processing capabilities and expanded the analysis methods for multi-modal data in many fields,
which also become a strong support for the analysis of large-scale fabric sensing data [53].

Medical education driven by digital twins

Based on the architecture of intelligent fabric space, a variety of application scenarios can be designed for
medical education. To provide an adequate and vivid clinical operating environment, the digital twin tech-
nology is employed to establish the virtual experimental platform by combining the physical world and
virtual space.
We use different fabric materials to construct the medical education environment, which possesses the

features of high-resolution, high-sensitivity and non-contact sensing. In this section, a “four-space” model is
proposed, which includes physical space, virtual space, service system and service interface [54]. Then, we
build a digital twin platform based on the “four-space” model for medical education, as shown in Figure 3.
(1) Physical space refers to the objective entity that exists in the physical world. In the medical education

scene, the physical space includes the operation room, interactive environment, intelligent dummy body and
fabric sensors, such as fabric medical gloves and fabric surgical gowns. Compared with the traditional one,
our proposed intelligent dummy body deploys sensing fabric sensors on its skin and organs, for enabling real-
time tactile feedback during medical education.
(2) Virtual space refers to a mirror of a physical space with a set of interaction rules among the physical

objects [55]. The mannequin, medical ontology and user behavior are all digitized to establish a virtual space
with evaluation and prediction abilities.
(3) Service system is a backend system that integrates data storage, AI modeling, data analytics, resource

optimization, data visualization, and education performance evaluation. In data visualization subsystem, the
operation process can be simulated based on data obtained from fabric sensors. Such process can be vi-
sualized on screen, as shown in Figure 3. In the education performance evaluation subsystem, the operation
skills of medical students are evaluated based on various fabric sensory data and the detailed tactile inter-
action information during operation, in order to improve their operation skills.
(4) Service interface includes the interaction interfaces among physical space, virtual space and service

system. It constantly updates the interactive information with the arrivals of real-time data. Service interface
provides the personalized access of operation, evaluation and visualization in the physical space and virtual
space.
Through “human-machine-fabric” connection [56–58], the user in the digitized medical education space

can receive an immersive operation experience with ultra-low latency and high-fidelity, via the above-
mentioned four spaces.

Typical applications of intelligent fabric space-empowered medical education

Based on advances of intelligent fabric space and digital twin system, we present four typical applications in
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the field of medical education as shown in Figure 4.
(1) Medical education training.Medical students can perform practical exercises to expand their human

anatomy knowledge more intuitively through three-dimensional visual interfaces in the intelligent space.
During experiments, the system can automatically identify the posture of a student holding an instrument,
record operation details and present standard evaluation results for the operating student.
(2) Health and behavior tracking. Fabric nodes embedded in protective clothing can monitor the physical

condition of doctors with indicators such as temperature, heart rate and degree of concentration, and their
behavioral information such as gait, sitting position and the movement trajectories. It will be used to monitor
body situations to perform comprehensive operation evaluation when medical students receive medical

Figure 3 The interactive framework from physical to virtual world, driven by digital twin including four modules. Physical space is the
physical world. Virtual space is the simulation world. Service system provides operation functions for executors. Service interface is the
interactive interface between physical space and virtual space.
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training.
(3) Operation playback and reproduction. The digital twin system can simulate the detailed actions and

scenes of the operation to reproduce the surgical scene for both typical and rare cases by means of the
recorded data collected by smart gloves and gauze during the operation. This provides doctors with an
opportunity to communicate before and after the surgery, solving the problem of insufficient samples in
medical learning.
(4) Medical knowledge popularization. The general public can learn first aid skills in an intelligent fabric

medical space, by wearing intelligent fabric equipment for remote learning and practice independently by
watching the supporting demonstration operation process. In this way, first aid education will be extended to
every household in a low-cost but efficient way.
The digital twin system with intelligent fabrics as the core can nullify the limitations of time and space,

allowing experts, medical students and the public to obtain appropriate medical knowledge to support healthy
lives.

Outlook and perspectives

Important breakthroughs have been achieved in high-performance fabric materials with flexible tensile
strength, strong sensing and high degree of plasticity. Intelligent fabric can be used to realize collaborative
perception of multiple physical quantities, with the metrics and regulation of these physical quantities as the
foundation of digitized intelligence. The widespread deployment of 5G networks and the perspective of 6G

Figure 4 Four typical applications in the field of medical education. The platform supports the four typical scenarios, including medical
education training, health and behavior tracking, operation playback and reproduction and medical knowledge popularization.
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theory have promoted the development of functional fibers, as well as embedded intelligent fabric in the field
of medical education. In this article, intelligent fabric and digital twin are combined to create a cyber-physical
system of medical scenarios to serve medical students. Based on the architecture of intelligent fabric space,
the simulation of medical education scene and the corresponding interactions driven by digital twin tech-
nology is realized.
However, the scheme proposed in this work still has limitations in terms of ubiquitous fabric sensing and

distributed algorithm processing. The perceiving performance of some fabrics is not stable, which causes
difficulty for large-scale deployment. Meanwhile, although the advanced network architecture provides real-
time data transmission, the current algorithms are still not efficient on processing spatiotemporal multi-
dimensional sensory data when facing a large amount of computation requirements. This motivates us to
constantly strive to solve problems at the aspects of perception, algorithm and deployment.
In the future, the user of medical education will be able to experience an immersive operation with ultra-

low latency and dynamic high-fidelity. With fabric sensing materials, the interaction between human and
semi-simulated organs can be captured in detail, which also facilitates human body modeling. Driven by
computer science and materials science, fabric and digital twin technology can create a virtual surgery
practice environment to aid medical students to perform comprehensive training for improving education
quality while saving medical resources.
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